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Areas of Teaching

1. Sexual orientation

2. Sexual ethics

3. Civil rights & human dignity

4. Prejudice & discrimination

5. Pastoral ministry

6. Gender Identity



What is Church 
Teaching on 
Homosexuality?



Sexual Orientation

• Not chosen, not sinful

• Permanent and irreversible

• No conversion therapy

• Path to spiritual growth.



“...homosexuality is a permanent, seemingly 
irreversible sexual orientation.  The medical 
and behavioral sciences do not yet know 
what causes a person to be homosexual… 
Such an orientation in itself, because not 
freely chosen, is not sinful.”

National Conference of Catholic Bishops (1991)

Human Sexuality: A Catholic Perspective 
for Education and Lifelong Learning



Sexual Ethics

• Permissible sexual acts:
• Open to procreation
• In the context of marriage
• Complementary

• Homosexual acts not permitted 
because they are not procreative 
or complementary



“It is only in the marital relationship 
that the use of the sexual faculty can 
be morally good.  A person engaging 
in homosexual [homogenital] activity 
therefore acts immorally.”

Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith (1986)

Letter to Bishops of the Catholic Church on 
the Pastoral Care of Homosexual Persons



Civil Rights & Human Dignity

• Law must protect human dignity

• Church teaches LGB people have:
• Right to justice
• Right to participate
• Right to be respected

• Support for most non-
discrimination measures



“They must be accepted with respect, 
compassion, and sensitivity. Every sign 
of unjust discrimination in their regard 
should be avoided.” (#2358)

Catechism of the Catholic Church



Prejudice & Discrimination

• Anti-LGB prejudice is sinful

• Root out our own 
homophobia

• Condemn anti-LGBT violence 
& hate



“…prejudice against homosexuals is a 
greater infringement of the norm of 
Christian morality than is 
homosexual…activity.”

Prejudice Against Homosexuals and 
the Ministry of the Church

Washington Catholic Conference (1983)



Pastoral Ministry

• Welcome LGB people into 
communities

• Develop programs 
appropriate to LGB people’s 
needs and gifts.



“Welcome homosexual persons into the faith 
community, and seek out those on the 
margins. Avoid stereotyping and 
condemning. Strive first to listen. Do not 
presume that all homosexual persons are 
sexually active.  Learn more about 
homosexuality and church teaching so your 
preaching, teaching, and counseling will be 
informed and effective.”

Always Our Children

U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, 
Committee on Marriage and Family (1997)



What is Church 
Teaching on 
Gender Identity?



emerging
no 

comprehensive doctrine 



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: People 
should accept the 
body they were 
given since this is 
what God created. 



“Learning to accept our body, to care for it 
and to respect its fullest meaning, is an 
essential element of any genuine human 
ecology. Also, valuing one’s own body in its 
femininity or masculinity is necessary if I am 
going to be able to recognize myself in an 
encounter with someone who is different.” 
(155)

Laudato Si



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: People should accept

the body they were given since 
this is what God created. 

Response: Trans people 
living authentically is 
what it truly means to 
accept one’s body, and to 
accept who God created 
each of us to be.



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: Church 
teaching prohibits 
non-therapeutic 
bodily mutilation. 
Gender-confirming 
surgery is therefore 
banned. 

Bodily Mutilation



“Except when performed for strictly 
therapeutic medical reasons, directly 
intended amputations, mutilations, 
and sterilizations performed on 
innocent persons are against the moral 
law.” (2297)

Catholic Catechism



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: Church teaching 
prohibits non-therapeutic 
bodily mutilation. Gender-
confirming surgery is therefore 
banned. 

Response: Gender-
confirming surgery is 
therapeutic. Also, 
Catechism section cited 
should be applied to a life-
affirming intervention.

Bodily Mutilation



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: 
Contemporary 
thinking on gender 
wants us to think 
gender is a free 
choice each person 
can make. It fools us 
into thinking we are 
the Creator.

“Free Choice”

Bodily Mutilation



“When the freedom to be creative 
becomes the freedom to create oneself, 
then necessarily the Maker [Godself] is 
denied and ultimately [the human 
being] too is stripped of [their] dignity 
as a creature of God, as the image of 
God at the core of [their] being.” 

Benedict XVI, Christmas 
Address to Curia, 2012



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: Contemporary 
thinking on gender wants us 
to think gender is a free 
choice each person can make. 
It fools us into thinking we are 
the Creator.

“Free Choice” Response: No one chooses 
their gender, but we do 
come to discover our 
gender as we discover 
many aspects of our 
identity.

Bodily Mutilation



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: The 
“gender ideology” or 
“gender theory” in 
the world wants to 
erase sexual 
difference, and 
disturb the way God 
ordered the world.

Bodily Mutilation

“Free Choice”

Gender Ideology



“Yet another challenge is posed by the 
various forms of an ideology of gender 
that ‘denies the difference and 
reciprocity in nature of a man and a 
woman and envisages a society without 
sexual differences, thereby eliminating 
the anthropological basis of the family.” 
(56)

Amoris Laetitia



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: Contemporary 
thinking on gender wants us 
to think gender is a free 
choice each person can make. 
It fools us into thinking we are 
the Creator.

Bodily Mutilation

Response: The term 
“gender ideology” has 
never been defined by its 
users. Many people have 
different thoughts about 
gender. 

“Free Choice”

Gender Ideology



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: Western 
people are trying to 
impose their 
gender/sexuality 
values on other 
cultures.

Bodily Mutilation

“Free Choice”

Gender Ideology

Ideological Colonization



“One thing is that a person has this 
tendency, this condition and even 
changes their sex, but it’s another thing 
to teach this in line in schools in order to 
change the mentality. This is what I call 
ideological colonization”

Interview with Pope Francis



Developing Arguments

Accepting Your Body Argument: Western people are 
trying to impose their 
gender/sexuality values on 
other cultures.Bodily Mutilation

Response: Gender binary is 
itself a colonial idea forced 
on many countries. 
Accepting people and 
helping support them is 
not colonization.

“Free Choice”

Gender Ideology

Ideological Colonization



Principles of 
Catholic Social 
Teaching



Core Principles of 
Catholic Social Teaching

Human Dignity: Every human being is created 
in the image of God and worthy of respect as 
member of the human family

Respect for Life: Every person because of their 
dignity has a right to life

Association: As social beings, human dignity is 
affected by how society is structured

Participation: People have a right and a duty to 
participate in society, working together 
towards the common good

Preferential Option: The needs of the poor and 
vulnerable come first; there is a preference for 
marginalized people



Core Principles of 
Catholic Social Teaching

Solidarity: As one human family, we must learn 
to ‘love our neighbor’ in a global sense, 
knowing we depend on one another

Stewardship: Creation must be respected 
because it is God who made it

Subsidiarity: Issues should be handled by the 
persons closest to them, assuming they have 
the capacity to effectively do so

Equality: All persons because they are created 
by God share in equal dignity and can not be 
discriminated against

Common Good: The social conditions that 
allow people to reach their full human 
potential and to realize their human dignity



Case Studies



Case Study # 1

All the volunteers in your program’s local 
community support LGBT equality in church and 
in society.  Except for one.  The majority see LGBT 
equality issues as a “no-brainer” and they even 
use that term and others like it frequently, 
implying that those who do not do so simply are 
hateful, fearful, and ignorant.  The volunteer who 
is “not on board” with LGBT program is motivated 
by strong religious beliefs.  The volunteer mostly 
keeps quiet on the issue, but several times some 
uncomfortable interactions have occurred.  

How would you handle this situation?  



Case Study # 2
A volunteer who was raised in a religious family and attended a 
religious college had described their sexual orientation on the 
application as heterosexual.  They have become friends with a 
volunteer from another program who works at the same 
placement and who is a few years older and of the same gender.  
The two have been spending a number of weekend nights 
exploring the city, and during the last get-together, the older 
person kissed the volunteer and described romantic feelings.  The 
older volunteer says that they are known to be gay/lesbian at the 
religious agency where they work and assumed the younger 
volunteer knew this fact. 
The younger volunteer is now confused over the nature of the 
relationship, how this situation has arisen, how a religious agency 
can employ someone openly gay/lesbian, and whether they can 
continue in the work placement under such circumstances. 

How would you counsel this volunteer? Would you address the 
situation with the director of the older volunteer’s program? If so, 
how?



Case Study # 3

At a volunteer’s work placement in a Catholic 
agency, a lesbian co-worker has been dismissed 
because someone informed the supervisor that 
she is legally married to a woman—something 
which the worker herself had been discreet 
about.   The volunteer sees this as unjust and 
wants not only to quit the placement, but wants 
the volunteer program to withdraw other 
volunteers placed there and remove the agency 
as a placement option.  

What advice would you give to the volunteer 
program’s coordinator for handling this situation?



Case Study # 4

A volunteer in your program who is gay begins inviting 
his boyfriend to spend time with the volunteer’s 
housemates. At first, everyone gets along well. But after 
one housemate comes out as transgender, the boyfriend, 
who is quite religious, refuses to use this housemate’s 
name or pronouns. He begins to comment that the 
housemate’s clothing and hair are not appropriate 
because they do not align with the housemate’s assigned 
sex. Finally, the boyfriend says outright that he believes 
transgender people do not exist. He and the volunteer in 
your program whom he is dating claim they cannot be 
transphobic because they are gay; they say they are 
simply expressing their religious beliefs. 

How do you respond to them? How do you support the 
trans volunteer? How do you address the issue in 
community?



Case Study # 5

After several years working for a Catholic volunteer 
program, you decided to come out to your co-workers 
and volunteers. The religious community which sponsors 
the program has been very accepting of LGBT volunteers 
in the past, and you are certain the volunteers will be 
accepting, too. However, after coming out, you receive a 
phone call from the superior of the religious community 
who asks to meet with you. They inform you that a local 
parishioner saw you on a date with a person of the 
same-gender and notified the religious community. The 
superior is sympathetic and even apologetic, but 
nonetheless suggests you resign. They explain to you that 
they must uphold Catholic teaching yet do not want this 
incident to become public because the religious 
community and the program’s reputations would suffer.

How do you respond?



Case Study # 6

Midway through a program year, one of your volunteers 
comes out as non-binary. They are immediately 
supported by yourself and the other volunteers. But then 
you receive a phone call from their supervisor at the 
Catholic high school where the volunteer works. The 
volunteer has asked permission to dress in ways which 
reflect their gender, ways which may not conform to the 
binary dress code required of staff. The supervisor says 
that while they personally would allow leeway in the 
dress code, higher-level administrators not only rejected 
that request but are considering the volunteer’s 
termination if they do not remain closeted and conform 
to traditional gender expressions. The administrators 
argue that the issue is not the dress code itself, but the 
volunteer’s open defiance of church teaching on gender.

How do you respond?
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